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• Current Landscape:

• Top threats to your 
business

• The cybersecurity 
imperative

• Protect Your Business

• How to manage and assess 
risk

• Operationalizing security

• COVID-19 Bonus Round

Agenda
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The Current Landscape



Cyber Issues All Over The News
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Information Security 101

Prevents unauthorized 
disclosure of sensitive 
information

Prevents unauthorized 
modification of data, 

systems and 
information, thereby 

providing assurance of 
the accuracy of 

information

Prevents loss 
of access to 
resources and 
information to 
ensure that 
information is 
available for use 
when it is needed

Availability
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Cyber Risk
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Cyber Risk is a function of the likelihood (probability) of an 
event where the bad guys (threats = hackers) will take 
advantage of weakness (vulnerability) to cause a loss to 

valued assets (business impact).



• Why use the hard stuff when the easy stuff gets the job done?
• Phishing
• Business Email Compromise (BEC)
• Account Take Over (ATO)

• Credential Stuffing
• Malware and Evilware

• Ransomware
• Cryptojacking
• Destructive malware

• Why beat your head against defenses when there are weak spots?
• Pick a vulnerability – the patch race
• 3rd parties

• Technical Exploitation and Penetration
• Exploits
• Zero day exploits
• LOL – Living off the land

Current Cyber Threat Trends
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Threats: Who Are the Attackers?
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Phishing

Definition
Attempting to obtain sensitive information 
such as usernames, passwords and bank 
details (MONEY) for malicious reasons, by 
disguising as a trustworthy entity in an 
electronic source.

• Number 1 vector of attack (links and 
attachments)

• Not just an email – attacks on Facebook, 
LinkedIn and text too

• Security Awareness Campaigns

• Single biggest hacking source that you can 
directly impact
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Business Email Compromise
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Business Email Compromise - Safeguards

• Protect the keys

• Strong passwords (14+ characters, mixed with upper, lower, numbers, 
special characters)

• Two factor authentication

• Train staff to detect and report suspicious behaviors

• Train staff not to do “dumb stuff”

• Routinely audit email

• Email accounts looking for old accounts

• Email rules looking for odd rules in unexpected places

• Test your email technology stack

• Consider cyber liability / cyber crime insurance

• Have an incident response plan

• Who to call

• What to do
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Ransomware
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Ransomware - Safeguards

• Protect the keys

• Strong passwords (14+ characters, mixed with upper, lower, numbers, 
special characters)

• Two factor authentication

• Train staff to detect and report suspicious behaviors

• Train staff not to do “dumb stuff”

• Back up computers

• Store backups separate from the network, off site

• Test back ups

• Consider cyber liability / cyber crime insurance

• Have an incident response plan

• Who to call

• What to do
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CEO Fraud
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CEO Fraud - Safeguards

• Protect the keys

• Strong passwords (14+ characters, mixed with upper, lower, numbers, 
special characters)

• Two factor authentication

• Train staff to detect and report suspicious behaviors

• Train staff not to do “dumb stuff”

• Talk to your bank and implement security on your accounts 

• Create documented internal controls (for wire transfers, gift card purchases, W2 / 
payroll changes, etc.)

• Executives should refrain from being over active on social media

• Consider cyber liability / cyber crime insurance

• Have an incident response plan

• Who to call

• What to do
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Threat Focused Defense Isn’t Enough

Threat focused is “security 
minded” not risk focused.

Techniques change over time. 
As defenders secure against a 
technique a new technique 
evolves to take its place.

“We build a 10 foot wall and 
the hackers build an 11 foot 

ladder.”

Focusing only on technique 
will lead us astray.

Attack Techniques

• Phishing
• Spear phishing
• Whale phishing
• Botnets
• Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS)
• Hacking
• Malware
• Pharming
• Phishing
• Ransomware
• Ransacking
• Spam
• War driving
• War dialing
• Web defacement
• Distributed Malware Attacks
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Business Impact: It’s all about the money!
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Digital Assets Present Huge Attack Surface
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Vulnerability: Your Third Parties

Organization
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• Direct loss of 
revenue / cash

• Transactional 
theft

• IP devaluation

• Claw backs
• Fines
• Penalties

• Civil damages
• Employment 

related suits
• Breach of 

contract

• Clients / 
customers

• Market share

Reputation Legal

FinancialRegulatory

Impact: Potential Business Losses
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Impact: Cost of a data breach

Cost per record
Global Average

$158 +15% since 2013

Highest 
Countries

Lowest 
Countries

$221 
United States

$100 
Brazil

$213 
Germany

$61
India
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Cost per incident
Global Average

$4M +29% since 2013

Highest 
Countries

Lowest 
Countries

$7M 
United States

$1.8M
Brazil

$5M 
Germany

$1.6M
India

Source: https://www.ibm.com/security/data-breach/

https://www.ibm.com/security/data-breach/


What’s the Worst That Can Happen?
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Cyber Risk Rising

Business 
Email 
Compromise 
on the rise

Ransomware 
on the rise

Email and 
other human 
resource 
based attacks 
on the rise

Higher cost of 
cyber data 
breaches 

Real revenue 
interruptions

Cash being stolen 
directly

Safety rising as an 
issue

Higher cyber 
liability insurance 
premiums

Attack surface is 
expanding

Shortage of 
Experienced 
Cybersecurity 
Professionals

Not executing 
on removing 
vulnerability 
especially in 
information 
handling & 
communication 
channels

Blurring of 
cyber threat 
actors nation-
states & 
organized 
crime

Bad actors 
have monetized 
cybercrime

Attacks evolve 
as 
vulnerabilities 
are 
safeguarded

Security is a 
business issue

Compliance 
with 
cybersecurity 
standards does 
not ensure 
security & 
resiliency
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Protecting Your Business



Cybersecurity over time

Security Minded 
Phase was about 
“keeping them out”

Compliance Minded 
Phase was about 
“checking the box”

Risk Minded Phase is 
about measuring 
and managing risk 
to build resiliency
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We Don’t Play Football Without A Playbook 
……….
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Woody Hayes’ Playbook

Playbook from his last season as 
coach — features diagrams of 
formations, reminders of points he 
wanted to make to assistant coaches 
and things to emphasize at team 
meetings, such as “Get to bed early 
tonight,” “Start fast” and “Never let 
up.” It was not sheer luck or natural 
talent that made Hayes so successful. 
In his speech at the 1986 winter 
commencement, he shared his 
strategy regarding those who were 
smarter: “They couldn’t outwork me,” 
he said.

Source: OSU.edu



Get organized – Ohio Data Protection Act

• Provides an affirmative defense in the case of a breach involving “restricted 
information”

• Requires a firm to be “substantially compliant with one of 7 frameworks

• PCI is NOT on the list

• Management and IT (InfoSec) work to collaboratively select a framework or 
frameworks to provide “defense in depth” based on a risk assessment

Ohio Data Protection Act Frameworks:
• NIST Cyber Security Framework (NIST CSF)
• NIST 800-171
• NIST 800-53 / NIST 800 53a
• FedRamp
• Center for Internet Critical Security Controls (CIS 20)
• ISO / IEC 27000
• HIPAA / HITECH
• Gramm – Leach – Bliley (GLBA)
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Consider Cybersecurity Business Perspective

• Inventory your digital assets – across entire “attack surface”

• Management (NOT IT) should select a cybersecurity framework(s) from which to 
organize cybersecurity defenses at a business level

• Talk to your bank about protecting financial transactions

• Review cybersecurity coverage
• Are all transaction activities covered?
• Does the policy provide affirmative defenses? 
• Does the policy provide incident response support?

• Inventory cybersecurity obligations to your customers / clients
• Regulatory obligations
• Contractual obligations

• Measure & manage the risks vendors and suppliers present to your firm
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Adopt and Follow Cybersecurity Framework

National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST) Cybersecurity Framework 
(CSF)
https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework
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https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework


Adopt and Follow Cybersecurity Framework

Center for Internet Security (CIS) Critical Security Controls (CIS 20)
https://www.cisecurity.org/controls/
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https://www.cisecurity.org/controls/


• Unless regulatory authority or client obligations requires another 
framework we advocate using NIST CSF and CIS 20 in 
combination

• NIST CSF is more business oriented

• CIS 20 is more technically prescriptive

• Both scale to the size and maturity of the business

• If a regulatory obligation, (i.e. HIPAA, PCI, NIST 800-53, 
FEDRAMP, etc.) we advise using NIST CSF / CIS 20 as foundation 
for program 

• Almost all frameworks can be “cross walked” in NST CSF and CIS 
20

Control Framework Recommendation 
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• Conduct Independent Assessment
o Independent risk assessment – using your selected framework -- including 

vulnerability assessment of network and cloud infrastructure
o Conduct an email cyber risk assessment
o If you use a third party IT provider, assess their work against their contract
o Independent adversarial penetration test of enterprise NOT just external network

• Provide Cybersecurity Awareness Education and Training programs for all 
employees to develop a real cybersecurity culture
o Include information handling training for employees handling protected 

information and cash

• Business Continuity / Disaster Recovery Plan / Incident Response
o Document an full scope plan
o Test back up and other recovery systems regularly
o Test the incident response plan annually with a table top test

• Conduct a Cyber Liability Insurance Coverage adequacy evaluation to discover 
what is covered and what is not covered, and understand the cost of cybersecurity 
remediation actions vs. the cost of the cyber insurance premium

Before the Breach – Test!
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• Create an organizational culture of cybersecurity from the top down
• Raise security awareness with employees
• Avoid email based financial transactions

• Harden computer network components
• Quick change to remote working posture creates weaknesses
• Focus IT resources on securing the remote network

• Continue Security Testing 
• Prioritize critical systems
• Understand how operating changes impact compliance programs
• Speak to vendors / third parties about their testing

• Monitor IT assets and employees

• Plan for more bad news
• Review Incident Response Plans
• Review / test disaster recovery plans

COVID-19 Cyber Issues
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Cyber Risk Rising
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FBI, FTC, 
Homeland 
Defense all 
have 
published 
advisories on 
COVID-19 
themed 
attacks

Electronic 
storefronts, pone, 
email systems are 
most businesses 
only way to serve 
customers

Weak cAash flow 
positions for many 
firms will magnify 
a cyber event’s 
impact

Attack surface 
rapidly expanded 
with work from 
home / remote 
connections in 
support of social 
distancing

IT staffs are 
spread thin

IT staffs are 
supporting users 
with weaker 
skills and 
inadequate tools

Bad actors 
using COVID-
19 themed 
attacks to 
conduct BEC, 
ransomware, 
Denial of 
Service

Risk will be 
elevated 
throughout the 
pandemic 



Questions?
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